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Abstract
Network flow data gathered at the border routers and

core switches is used at Fermilab for statistical analysis of
traffic  patterns,  passive  network  monitoring,  and
estimation of network performance characteristics.  Flow
data is also a critical tool in the investigation of computer
security incidents. Development and enhancement of flow
based tools is an on-going effort. This paper describes the
most recent developments in flow analysis at Fermilab. 

FLOW DATA COLLECTION
   At  Fermilab  we   collect  flow  data   from multiple
network  devices  at  the  border,  core  and  edge  of  the
network. The  total amount of daily data is about 50M
records  and 3-4 Gbytes in  compressed binary files.  All
flow streams from the network devices are terminated at a
single collection host that provides a short term storage
space for  up to 10-15  days.   At  this  point  data is  also
replicated in  real time to several  processing nodes.  A
few  times  per  a  hour  new  data  from  this  short  term
storage is  copied to the archiver machine that provides
long term access to this data (up to 2 years) and   archives
data  on  magnetic  tapes.  Due  to  historical  reasons  we
collect data in two different formats, the Cisco Systems
Netflow Collector[1], and in the format of flow-tools[2],
an open-source package for flow collection and analysis.
This second package has proved to be very efficient and
highly configurable for processing and analysis of a high
volumes  of flow data. Table 1 below gives an idea about
typical  amount  of  daily  flow data   we collect  at  each
network layer.

Table 1: A daily amount of flow data 

Layer flow-tools Cisco Netflow 

Border 300 – 400  MB 0.8 – 1.6 GB

Core* 0.6 – 1.8  GB  -

Experiments**
(CDF, D0)

300 – 600 MB -

* - multiple devices, ** - per  a device

TRAFFIC BREAKDOWN BY
CATEGORIES

  Analysis  of  network  traffic  is  considered  from many
different  perspectives  to  fulfil the  needs  of  Fermilab's
Data Communication Group, Computer Security  Team,
system  administrators  of  the  HEP  collaborations  and
regular users. Figure 1 gives the  general schema of the
categories to  breakdown  traffic  that  we  currently
implement at Fermilab. The major categories are 

• Traffic of the Fermilab's experiments or user's groups,
subnets, blocks of ip addresses, i.e. clusters or farms,
and individual nodes

• Application's traffic  defined  by  the  buckets  of
protocols, source and destination ports

• Destination traffic  defined (statically or dynamically)
by IP addresses,  autonomous system numbers,  DNS
(top, second, third and so forth levels).

  

 

The scheme above  is applied at each layer,  border, core
and edge of network.  It is also  viewed in different time
scopes  such as:

Figure 1: Scheme of traffic breakdown



• breakdown of traffic by  periods of 1min, 5min,
15min, 1hour, 1 day and so on.

• breakdown for specified interval of time, for example,
the last period of 1min, 5 min, 1 hour, and etc.

• breakdown for a time interval specified by its start and
end time stamps.

   THE RESULTS OF ANALYSIS.
  

    Below we will illustrate some analysis  of traffic  based
on flow data. 

TopN Tool.
     This is probably a typical application for  many  sites.
We  determine the  topN senders, receivers, conversations
and scanners on a hourly and daily  basis and these are
shown  in tables available via the web.  The tables show a
total  amount  of  transferred data (in  MB/GB/TB),  flows
and packets as well as an estimate of data rate. The topN
results can be seen for each logical layer of the network,
the border, core or edge.

 Breakdown of Traffic by experiments    
 This  is  relatively  simple  application  that  uses  a  flow
tagging technique implemented by utilizing the flow-tag
program  from  the  flow-tools[2]  package  and  report
generator program ( flow-report, from the same package).
Major Fermilab  experiments are  identified by the static
ip  blocks  assigned  for  them.  An  example  of  a  daily
breakdown of traffic is demonstrated in figure 2.

     

 

Traffic Mapper.
      The  traffic mapper is a more complex application. It
does the following tasks in near real time:  

– fast  name  resolution  of  Fermilab's  destinations
caching into top level domain names (TLD),  second,
third  and  so  forth  level  of  DNS.  This  application
maintains  separate  caches  mapping   destination  IP
addresses  and  networks  into  TLD,  2nd,  3th  DNS
names

– assign tags for the keys of the dynamic DNS caches,
and maintain corresponding tables  of symbols

– generate  reports  by  using  flow-tag  and  flow-report
programs for previously  created tagging

– use the final reports and tables of symbols to generate
configurations  for  the  dot  program  from  graphviz
package[3]

– generate graphs for predefined range of bandwidth to
be shown.

The graph in figure 3 shows all connections from and to
Fermilab  in a 15 min interval.

    

Figure 2: A daily breakdown of traffic by experiments.

Figure 3: All network connections shown by Traffic
Mapper.



 
An interactive web-based tool allows to adjust the graph
for a number of nodes to be shown, a time interval,  a

level of DNS, a minimal data rates to be shown.  

Examples of such graphs are  in figure 4 and 5 above.  

Detection  of GridFTP     
     The  last demonstration that we are going to introduce
in this brief article is a program to estimate throughput of
multistream applications such as GridFTP[4]. This tool is

actively used by HEP community  for GRID [4] intensive
high performance  data transfers  from and to Fermilab.
Passive monitoring of transfer performance in this case  is
very  useful  because  GridFTP  by  design  has  limited
capabilities  for  self  monitoring.  Monitoring  based  on
flow information  is  also  challenging  because  it  has  no
predefined  tcp  ports  that  may  be  used  to  identify  the
sessions, and one assigned dynamically could be  changed
in  time.  We  use  the  following  approach  to  estimate
GridFTP performance:

•   create a hash of all flows with a key srcIP:dstIP, and
records  srcIP,  dstIP,startclock  ,  endclock,  protocol,
source and destination tcp ports for all such records. 

• then we select all flows created at approximately the
same time (defined by the threshold parameter in the
range 1-20 secs.). For this time difference in creation
of  the  flows  we  select  all  records  with  the  same
destination tcp port. The source ports are different for
the multistream sessions. 

  Estimates of performance characteristics are shown for
aggregated sessions and on per a stream basis. If specified
we also can do aggregation of multiple flow chunks  that
belong to transmission of same file. For this we calculate
signature of the flows, which is a digest built on sorted
lists  of  the source ports and destination ports.  Figure 6
introduces a  fragment  of  web  page  with  results  of
detection and performance estimates.

Figure 5: Example of adjusted mapper's graphs.

Figure 6: The results of detection and performance estimates for GridFTP

Figure 4:  Traffic Map for TLDs
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